











Pierre Bourdieu has revealed that the privileged and the underprivileged both vie for power. In the process, however, they unconsciously subject themselves to or perpetuate a psychological harm. The following quotation illustrates this notion,
Symbolic violence is violence wielded with tacit complicity between its victims and its agents, insofar as both remain unconscious of submitting to or wielding it. (1998: 17)

In a parallel way, symbolic violence can stem from the occasional intentional or unintentional fallout from language issues that marginalize or, on the contrary, emancipate people. Largely ignored until 1978, when Hilary Tovey linked language policy with socioeconomic development in Ireland, causation between these two elements is difficult to establish: the two variables -- socioeconomic development, or emancipation, and socioeconomic impoverishment, or marginalization, correlate infrequently with language issues. That is, to establish economic gains as a the result of language planning or language learning efforts is difficult. Granted, research shows a relationship between English literacy, in Canada, and higher income (Statistics Canada 2005), but one must ask -- what about language issues in Canada besides the English language one? Asking if other languages (particularly, French, Indigenous or immigrant languages) having minority status or national language status can contribute to one’s economic growth is worthwhile.  
Scholars suggest that this matter of language, linked to economics, is a growing field of study, with certain economists predicting that globalization will erase many local or regional languages (Norberg-Hodge 2011; Abley 2005) and others arguing the contrary (Bhawuk 2008). Certainly, the issue of language death is increasingly a cause for alarm among linguists (Abley 2005) with some predicting a drop from close to 6,700 languages to 200 (Mufwene 2013).
Still, when one’s alma mater displays characteristics of linguistic symbolic violence, statistics, however disturbing they may be, serve little role in rectifying matters. The phenomenon occurring at Laurentian University, a "university [that] comes closer than any other to being a microcosm of Canada....[as it] is a bilingual university with strong links to our First Nations" (Daniel 2006) raises a red flag. This issue of linguistic symbolic violence unveils tangible language conflict, which merits close study. For example, some aspects of campus life include students staging protests, organizing sit-ins and publishing articles in the French student newspaper that criticize the university president's grammar. Similarly, the French faculty resist the continuing growth of English for International Students, while some campus workers who are Franco-Ontarian surreptitiously ‘ethnically self-cleanse’ for reasons that remain ambiguous. Linguistic tensions emerge, and students, faculty, and administrators also find themselves with reduced courses offered in French. Programs in certain departments that had been offered in French collapse, and Aboriginal faculty find their languages to be of little value when the process of obtaining tenure requires them to pass a French test. Language decision makers thus face a challenging task: to both comprehend and address the dilemma Canadian national speakers face; namely, whether or not their languages are conducive to socioeconomic development or responsible for their socioeconomic impoverishment. This author proposes investigating this matter through three lenses: language ghettos, language rights and language injustice.
Any form of socioeconomic marginalization or socioeconomic impoverishment is distressing, and while linguistic ghettos are pertinent to applied language matters, all ghettos, linguistic or otherwise, involve overt or covert restrictions on living (Dumouchel 1975). Speakers may self-impose the restrictions, or breakdowns in the political system may result in their being imposed. Characteristic of such language ghettos is "insufficient knowledge of the language of the country, or, more precisely, the labour market where one wishes to earn a living [which] drastically reduces one's competitiveness" (Coulmas 1995: 65-66).
According to Alan Patten (2003), one of the arguments for linguistic rationalization is that if minority language communities climbing the social ladder resist or suffer impediments when learning and using the major languages, this will lead to a type of socioeconomic stagnation, regression, or marginalization. Since members of these communities speak only their language, limited work opportunities will be available to them. Similarly, they will miss out on the larger societal context and have limited participation in political life. Policies that promote integration, according to this philosophy, promote a better way of living.
In some workplaces, a linguistic ghetto presents itself as a phenomenon causing precarious safety issues. For example, in Australia, some migrant construction workers have jobs that require performing many low-level operative tasks. These international workers communicate in a language other than English. When speaking with their coworkers, they revert to their first language, a practice which hinders integrating and learning the second language. Unsafe working conditions follow (Trajkovski & Lossemore 2006). How, then, can second language enthusiasts solve such problematic situations in which the minority speakers act in a way that hinders their own social mobility?
Research suggests that the situation faced by Hispanics in United States is worth studying. Changes in bilingual policy, such as Proposition 203 in Arizona and Proposition 227 in California, worsened conditions for minority language speakers. Government officials dismissed the value of bilingual education as enhancing a child's learning. Despite the growing numbers of immigrants working in the United States, whose children would benefit from a bilingual education, a significant number of American people would prefer a monocultural society, thus resisting accommodating children and speaking languages other than English. This ideology ignores that bilingual education provides an added plus value for all children (Jarmel 2010). Certain critical analysts, however, view that the concern for marginalizing people and resisting bilingualism, vehiculating the term linguistic ghetto, is, instead, conservative rhetoric disguised. The ethnocentric mentality propelling the English Only movement, for example, receives financial assistance from private interests (New Internationalist 2003). 
Gruez (2008) suggests that, using the term, linguistic ghetto as rhetoric connotes an attitude relegating a language other than English to a second class, impoverishing it culturally, financially, or symbolically. Others detect the spread of neo-liberal thinking; for example, if one believes that certain religious groups live in marginalized enclaves, one ignores the notion that the social fabrics of communities are interwoven within the context of work, school, and other social settings (Crane 2000). Certain analysts, moreover, have observed that promoters of English Only immersion over bilingual education have weak pedagogical methods, disturbing educational social ethics and biased key researchers (New Internationalist 2003). Finally, findings by Florian Coulmas (1992) challenge the notion that English fluency correlates with financial wealth.
Beneath what suggests a neoliberal mentality, the way in which one studies the occurrences of linguistic ghettos also leads one to question the matter of language rights. Language legislating in Quebec, through the efforts of French language promoters, reveals a compelling case in favour of respecting linguistic rights. Quebec citizens have framed their interest in upholding language prerogatives as an effort to preserve and protect their distinct society, which in turn allows them to affirm a culture distinguishing them from the United States, for example. By way of illustration, the Quebec cultural industry enjoys international respect, garnering prestigious awards at film festivals among other venues. The language rights question in Canada, however, largely ignores another significant national language topic: the Aboriginal languages. Treaty promises with Indigenous peoples and commitments to making reparation for injuries inflicted on these original dwellers of Canada are weighty concerns. Why make this point? Hallet, Chandler & Lalonde (2007) and Dufault (2003) have found correlations between stronger psychological health and Indigenous language recovery, which demonstrates the significance of undergirding language preservation with legal scaffolding. Let us, though, differentiate between the urgency of respecting Indigenous language rights and French language rights: while French people living outside France will always have a mother country, to which they can return, Indigenous speakers will have only their own ‘backyard’, where their languages are already beginning to disappear. Once these practitioners of an Indigenous language die out, recovering their heritage or patrimony (Leclerc 1992) from a homeland, such as 
France for French or Spain for Spanish, is impossible (Nicholas 2010). Indigenous peoples have generally remained in their lands, venturing little from their home base unlike other imperialistic civilizations which have spread their cultures and languages across various borders.
How, then, can language decision makers deal with the matter of French and Aboriginal language speakers whose fluency is dropping, as is the case, for example, in Ontario (Ontario Today 2013)?  Despite the many efforts national, minority, or second language professionals make (such as providing book fairs, book stores, radio programming, theatre productions, etc.), it seems that assimilation is well under way. Similarly, who heeds the concerns of Aboriginal language rights activists who worry that the younger generation will face significant challenges in accessing the traditions, songs and wisdom of their elders? It appears that Canadian bureaucrats simply offer tokens in implementing the teaching of Aboriginal languages in K-12 schools; one has difficulty believing that these government education officials genuinely take language rights seriously. Whether these initiatives are a simple act of appeasement for historical wrongdoings remains unknown. Many grey areas abound and are too complex to sufficiently clarify within the confines of this paper. 
Dr. Elizabeth Dawes, Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences at the aforementioned Laurentian University, encourages undergraduates to become certified bilingual, inviting students to learn from a host of faculty with have expertise in language rights. However, the infrastructure of the school does not assist students in meeting the high demands of critical professors, whose French-language education was completed abroad, in a satisfactory manner such that student grades will not suffer. Once again, blaming individuals when the social support network fails to bridge the gap between what faculty expect and what students can produce reflects neoliberal thinking.
John Ralston Saul (2008), a leading Canadian thinker, has proposed his own hypothesize as to what is the matter. He believes that Canada still behaves as a colony; to him, Canadians must assert their identity as members of a multicultural nation, emphasizing the rich diversity that this promises. This multicultural fabric begins with the national groups: aboriginal peoples/First nations, French, and immigrant people.
Do such programs [as teaching Aboriginal languages] work? The answer lies in the...growth of French outside of Quebec over the last thirty years, both through French first-language programs and French immersion. Or in the revival of Welsh in Britain. Or the growth of Mandarin -- the Northern dialect -- in China. Or in the revival of Hebrew in Israel. Why are there no serious programs in Canada? (Saul, 2008: 236)
Convinced that many of the Canadian élite are ethnocentric and lingua-centric, Saul argues that this élite would rather be allies with those across the Atlantic than to develop alliances from within their own nation. Policy makers can address language rights with careful attention to enlisting the government to invest in infrastructure, social programs and making Canada more economically independent. Similar thinking was evident in German economist Friedrich List’s belief-system that Germany could regain its economic autonomy and prowess by strengthening its own industrial efforts, rather than depending on imports that would weaken German enterprise. 
Finally, language injustice is an aspect of the language dilemma that requires special consideration for both language decision makers and language practitioners. The general idea behind linguistic injustice is that, while pursuing linguistic justice, other nonlinguistic injustices can occur, such as socio-economic injustices. Pierre Foucher, in a plenary speech entitled "Language, territory and rights, rebalancing the triangle," draws from Helder de Schutter (2008); Van Parijs (2010) and John Rawls (1999) in suggesting that language can be defined as cultural capital. This point is critical to the present study because language as cultural capital belongs to an ecological language planning model. However, such an ecological language planning model is also accompanied by other language planning models, such as the conflictual language planning model. The conflictual language planning model is the model most representative of language matters such as those occurring in multilingual countries such as Spain, where different regions vie to preserve their own language, inspiring heated demonstrations and other bold gestures. This linguistic activism represents clear language tension between peoples. In certain Canadian provinces, language can be a liability. Such is the case for youth in the Maritime province of New Brunswick, who must move to the big cities for work despite their command of the French language and its associated cultural capital. Hence language rights promotion can lead to language injustice questions.
The question this conundrum leads to, then, is if pursuing language policies, education and planning are socially just projects when economic variables indicate the contrary. That is, certain language vitality endeavours lead to major confrontational incidents between the peoples involved and a lack of financial prospect and opportunities among other factors. A look at Canada's balance of payments highlights, for example, that the languages conducive to business are either English and Japanese (Statistics Canada 2013). These phenomena are too significant to ignore; despite the aforementioned argument by Saul who suggests recapturing Canada and emphasizing its national languages. While Saul believes in reclaiming Aboriginal languages for national purposes, is he at fault for infantilizing the people who speak them or even folklorizing these languages? The next point ventures to address this matter.
Language injustice is persistence in learning languages that have long since changed according to natural language evolution (Mufwene 2008). Mufwene observes that languages inevitably mutate. For example, while English may adopt certain words and French and Finnish may resist them, these latter languages do so because of academies policing their national linguistic capital. Languages, however, are living and naturally metamorphosing entities. Phenomena such as migration, neocolonialism, and globalization have caused permeable barriers and, as a result, new dictions and extinctions come about (Mufwene 2008). A particular case is Ojibwa speakers who play with the English language by adding particle endings. For example, in a Northern Ontario reserve, Aboriginal speakers say, ‘I am so broke-sha’ instead of ‘I am so broke.' It would thus be shortsighted to suggest that these Aboriginal speakers were being disloyal to their language and culture simply because of their linguistic negotiation. Such language practices suggests fluidity (Mufwene) and, one ventures to say, resist a kind of futile linguistic nostalgia.
To respond to such matters of language injustice, language decision makers and language speakers will face a significant challenge. First, the State must enforce the teaching of the national language. It has a duty to offer such instruction and encourage the population to learn the official language, even if the language is secondary. This proven and accepted strategy is necessary for preventing segregation between different linguistic groups. State education can thus lead to the division of people into language enclaves if it neglects to implement priority language policies. Such neglect can then result in impeding social mobility in the context of the national community, as the nature of national language teaching can influence the construction of language barriers. Having already occurred in the past, the failure to teach the priority language is also language-based injustice (Varennes 297).
As discussed earlier, Saul (2008) portrays French and Aboriginal language activism in a way which may unintentionally infantilize Aboriginals. An idea closely associated idea to this accidental patronizing attitude, is the folklorization of people, which leads to their exploitation. References to this latter phenomenon can be found in relation to Indigenous peoples in Syria (Salamander 2011), South Africa (Caring 2005), Turkey (Smith 2005), Columbia (Smith 2005), Chile (Bacigalupo 2004), Cuba (Rahier 2004), Mexico (Chavez 2010) and some even add Canada to the list (Bokhorst Heng 2007). Folklorizing a culture is a way of representing it as a 'bygone tradition' (Salamandra 2011). The following is an example of folklorization of people, as evident in Turkey:
Constructing a civic state and a national culture almost inevitably entails the leveling of diversity and the folklorizing of minorities. In the garb of civic inclusion, the institutions of the state become vehicles for the majority. In politics as well as economics, the path to success may be open only to the assimilated. (Smith 2005)
When a national culture becomes prominent and diversity lessens, the often results in a quaint, static, and picturesque objectification of a people. While the discourse suggests inclusion, only through assimilation can social, political, and economic mobility occur. Another case in point is the Mapuche of Chile. Here, folklorizing works to win votes and exoticize while still stigmatizing. Those who take part in national discourse treat Mapuche women, in particular, as 'passive retainers of the nation's soul.' Chileans only view Mapuche as genuine if these Indigenous people remain unchanged. A hypocritical attitude ensues as people regret that progress has eliminated Mapuche customs; thus feminizing them by exploiting the idea that they embody a pristine tradition. The Mapuche, in turn, have reacted to how the nation represents them in a variety of ways: some have embraced 'folkloric, gendered images of machi and longko,' while others have reacted by confronting 'nationalist discourse' (Mariman 1990, pg.505). Chileans have subjected Mapuche to 'folkorization,' marginalization and attempts at assimilation. There are thus three contradictory attitudes at play: marginalize the Mapuche to keep them out of national society; assimilate them to try to keep them in (if only on conditions set by the Chilean nation-state); and make them folkloric by embracing aspects of both (Mariman 1990; Bacigalupo 2004).
The Mapuche made the news in the 1990s by contesting multinationals, reclaiming their rights to language, etc. One wonders whether their access to petroleum was enough for them to resist assaults of symbolic violence, such as the assaults this paper suggests are happening to linguistic groups at Laurentian University, the author’s alma mater. To answer this, one must distinguish between symbolic capital and economic capital. A country that is petroleum wealthy may not have an entire culture substantially importable to the West, in other words, while their culture and language have rich heritage and meaning, their economic capital translates problematically to symbolic or cultural capital without considerable interpretation. In a similar way, while the Mapuche may have acquired economic symbolic capital through their natural resources, their language and culture are still tenuous marketable capital. As a result, symbolic violence through the folklorization of the Mapuche, and for the intents of this study other Indigenous peoples such as those at Laurentian University, may still occur, even if, as the case of the Mapuche shows, these Indigenous peoples have substantial economic capital. 
As previously mentioned, folklorizing is an oppressive strategy carried out by the powerful and applied to a people. In a parallel way, one can folklorize a language. Making a language folkloric, in this author’s opinion, qualifies as a linguistic injustice.
An interview of a French immersion high school teacher in Sudbury, Ontario, the same city where Laurentian University is located, revealed themes which this paper has been discussing:
Why is French important?
"I have my job because I can speak French."
"French contributes to multiculturalism."
"Canada has both official languages."
"Wherever you travel, it will help you for communication."
"If you want to work in government, it is important."
"I am also part Italian."
"Sudbury is bilingual."
(A. Malafarina, personal communication, February 8, 2013)
If the causal relationship between learning a national languages such as French in Canada, or more particularly in Ontario, and socioeconomic development or social mobility is true, as this participant suggests with the words ‘French,’ 'job,' 'work' and 'government,' then the pendulum swings in favour of economic rewards for national language maintenance, persistence and language learning efforts. The question, however, remains whether an Indigenous language can carry such financial potential, or bear such linguistic marketable capital. Technically speaking, while Canada has two official languages (French and English), one may ask if an Indigenous language could obtain an official status? The official status achieved by Quechua in Peru, for example, was short lived. If an Aboriginal language succeeded in obtaining official status, one wonders which Aboriginal language would take precedence. Similarly, if the Aboriginal linguistic role is ostensibly to occupy postcard status, certain Aboriginal stakeholders challenge the suggestion, as voiced by the interview participant above, that Canada is multicultural, suggestive of an all inclusive celebratory attitude to diversity. To put it another way, government officials proudly display colourful images of Aboriginal peoples to the world in such international affairs as the Olympic games, yet, elected officials neglect educational standards on reserve schools (Blackstock 2011). One suspects that such a Janus-faced approach does not bode well for the commitment to honouring Aboriginal peoples’ linguistic heritage. 
Similarly, in the interview participant's response, the theme of travel and communication spoke to the notions of a flatter world and the international character of French. However, as in the case of bilingual tri-cultural Laurentian University described in this study, French is losing its presence and Aboriginal languages have a tenuous presence with noted absence from the University Act. Finally, but also importantly, the comment that Sudbury is bilingual suggests that the variable of territory is significant when discussing language matters such as those this author has been exploring until now. That is, while a city such as Sudbury or Ottawa can make space for bilingualism, some geographic spaces accommodate the same languages and language interests with difficulty. For example, Laflamme & Reguigui (2003) noticed that French language literacy in heterogenous spaces, as may be the case for French in Ontario, was hard-earned. Yet, in homogeneous spaces, such as the case for French in France, the literacy was more robust. Similarly, while language vitality efforts may be successful across islander spaces such as New Zealand (Māori: Aotearoa), such success may not hold strong across vast and diversified continental areas, such as the Canada landscape. Also, while much research cites the resurrection of Hebrew as a success story, the Hebrew language was propelled by a critical (Crystal 2002) and highly educated (Lamberton 2002) mass movement, which suggests that, while the case of revitalizing Hebrew is compelling, it is not possible to draw a simple comparison between the language revitalization efforts of Hebrew people in Israel and the speakers of Indigenous languages in Ontario or the rest of Canada. Clearly, language planning efforts are complex, multilayered, and have many variables at stake, thus simple comparisons are difficult to maintain.
As a result, this paper has provided evidence that language planners, language educators, and language policy makers must possess a particular human character capable of nuanced understanding, deep critical analysis and a sensitive ability to respond appropriately to numerous factors and contending elements. Will their decisions lead language speakers to their socioeconomic development, or will their policies lead these speakers towards socioeconomic regression? This paper suggests clarifying these outcomes through three lenses: language ghettos, language rights and language injustice. One has seen the role that neoliberal thinking can play in lingua-centric elitism, as well as the possibility of old colonial dependence; however, one has also looked at language ecology against the backdrop of significant economic paucity related to fragile marketable linguistic capital. Lastly, this study has also seen the role of State obligations to literacy and, on the contrary, the complicity of the State in folklorizing both people and languages.
Providing the answer to whether language issues add to socioeconomic development or, on the contrary, to socioeconomic marginalization is a formidable task that cannot be conclusively given at this point. While much persuades this author to believe that compelling scientific findings are present, still, many answers remain unknown. At this stage of this research journey, the author can only recommend further research and hope that proposed fieldwork will lead to these observations becoming more verifiable. This expected fieldwork focuses on the bilingual and tri-cultural Laurentian University where, through language policy analysis, surveys, and conducting of focus groups, the author will ask whether Canada's national languages (French and Aboriginal languages) have strengthened or deterred students and faculty at Laurentian University from developing their economic capital. Secondly, the author proposes to do fieldwork involving a study of present language policy and recommendations concerning how it should look like such that equitable qualities are inherent, thus embracing the mandate that makes Laurentian University distinct. This initiative would be implemented by the matters discussed, such as language ghettos, language rights and language justice.
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